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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a chip for ana-
lyzing fluids being moved without an outside power
source, and more particularly, to a chip for analyzing flu-
ids being moved without an outside power source in
which a moving pattern of the fluid passing through a
channel portion is formed evenly and thus bubble crea-
tion is decreased and reproducibility thereof is ensured
and further a signal detection from a target-being ana-
lyzed substance is performed easily.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Generally, a biological, chemical or optical an-
alyzing method of a fluid specimen has been used mainly
in the fields of analyzing blood or body fluid taken from
a patient in a clinic and diagnosing disease as well as in
the chemical or biotechnology fields. In order to provide
a small-sized analytical or diagnostic tool capable of an-
alyzing efficiently a fluid specimen various chip structures
have been developed and used. As one of these struc-
tures, a lab-on-a-chip has been introduced through which
various functions are performed in one chip to analyze
efficiently a specimen and diagnose disease and further
a rapid diagnosis kit can be made.
[0003] The lab-on-a chip refers to implementing vari-
ous experimental procedures performed in a laboratory,
for example, separating, refining, mixing, labeling ana-
lyzing and washing, etc. of specimens, on a small chip.
In a design of the lap-on-a chip, the technologies related
to micro-fluidics and a micro-Liquid Handling System
("micro-LHS") have been mainly used. Additionally, for
fabricating a chip structure for implementing micro-fluid-
ics and micro-LHS a chip has been developed and
launched on to the market, in which fine channels are
formed using a semiconductor circuit deign technology.
[0004] Typically, an analyzing procedure of a minimum
amount of a target-being analyzed substance which is
contained within fluid specimens such as blood or body
fluid, etc. includes the steps of moving the fluid speci-
mens through a tube-shaped channel formed within a
chip and seeing at the course of movement whether the
fluid specimens are reacted with proteins of antigens or
antibodies, etc. or another protein, which is pre-fixed to
the chip, through a detection of fluorescent material. Ac-
cordingly, an observing technology of fluid flow moving
through the channel provided on a chip, including a fab-
ricating technology of the channel structure, is consid-
ered to be one of best essential technologies in the field
of manufacturing small sized-chips for performing fluid
analysis and acquiring accurate results thereof using the
chip.
[0005] Referring to a chip (or chip structure) provided
with fine channels for implementing micro-fluidics, a
small motor for compressing fluid or a capillary phenom-

enon induced by limiting width and height of the channel
for moving the fluid has been used for the fluid to be
moved into a space formed within a fine channel inside
the chip. At the present, it has been studied that when a
main driving force for inducing fluid movement in a chip
is capillary force, the fluid flowing through the space
formed by channel has an irregular and uneven move-
ment pattern. This result is to be understood that the in-
teraction force between upper-lower inner walls and the
fluid, and the other interaction force between left-right
inner walls and the fluid are not equal to each other. As
a result, this uneven fluid movement pattern becomes a
big obstacle to detecting and analyzing the target-being
analyzed substance which exists in a minimum amount
in a fluid specimen.
[0006] Meanwhile, when a chip is configured such that
a specimen input hole and a specimen output hole are
provided on both ends of a channel so that the fluid in-
putted to the specimen hole is discharged through a
closed-channel such as a tube to the specimen output
hole, two upper and lower substrates are fabricated sep-
arately and then are connected generally. However, in
the case of manufacturing a fine channel structure having
a size of less than ten microns according to the prior art,
it is not easy to process evenly corners of the channel
without loss and further it is difficult to manage product
size and control quality when chips are mass-produced.
In addition, these minute differences of channel config-
urations prevent the fluid from being flowed evenly, caus-
ing inconsistent specimen analysis results from the chip
which is aimed at detecting a trace amount of target-
being analyzed substance from a minimum amount of
specimen.
[0007] US 2005/0026346 A1 discloses a device for the
manipulation of limited quantities of liquids.
[0008] US 2004/0265171 A1 discloses a method for
uniform application of fluid into a reactive reagent area.
[0009] EP 1 566 215 A2 discloses a microstructured
platform and a method of handling a liquid.
[0010] EP 1 385 002 A1 discloses a biosensor consist-
ing of a planar sensor or test stripe with compartmental-
ised reaction and measurement chamber attachment.
[0011] US 2007/0269893 A1 discloses a device for col-
lecting blood and separating blood constituents, a meth-
od for separating blood constituents and use of said de-
vice.
[0012] US 6,271,040 B1 discloses diagnostic devices
method and apparatus for the controlled movement of
reagents without membranes.
[0013] Accordingly, need exists for studying and de-
velopment of a chip for analyzing fluid in which a moving
pattern of the fluid is formed evenly and thus bubble cre-
ation is decreased and reproducibility thereof is ensured
and further a signal detection from a target-being ana-
lyzed substance which exists in the fluid is performed
easily.
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Summary of the Invention

[0014] The present invention has been proposed to
solve the aforementioned drawbacks of the prior art, and
one object of the present invention relates to providing a
chip for analyzing fluid being moved without an outside
power source in which a moving pattern of the fluid pass-
ing through a channel portion is formed evenly and thus
bubble creation is decreased and reproducibility thereof
is ensured and further a signal detection from a target-
being analyzed substance is performed easily.
[0015] The above object is achieved by a chip for an-
alyzing fluid being moved without an outside power
source according to claim 1.
[0016] The pre-treatment portion further may comprise
a first guide provided along upper surface circumferenc-
es of the specimen injection portion and the first buffer
portion.
[0017] At least one vent hole may be formed through
the first buffer portion, which delays flow velocity of the
fluid moving along the first guide and suppresses bubbles
to be created in the fluid.
[0018] The vent hole may be a pair of vent holes each
formed through left and right sides of the upper surface
of the first buffer portion, respectively.
[0019] The first buffer portion may comprise a plurality
of mixing pillars which protrude from the upper surface
of the first upper surface toward a lower side thereof to
increase surface area with which the fluid contacts.
[0020] The pre-treatment portion further may com-
prise: a second buffer portion into which the fluid is re-
ceived secondly and is spaced at a predetermined dis-
tance from the first buffer portion and has smaller volume
than that of the first buffer portion; and a first conjugate
portion which is provided between the first buffer portion
and the second buffer portion for the target-being ana-
lyzed substance within the fluid to be reacted with an
identification substance.
[0021] The first guide may protrude toward a lower side
along circumferences of the specimen injection portion
and the first buffer portion and may be closed at the lower
surfaces of the specimen injection portion and the first
buffer portion.
[0022] The first guide may protrude toward a lower side
within a range of 1-10mm along circumferences of the
upper surfaces of the specimen injection portion and the
first buffer portion.
[0023] The first conjugate portion may comprise at
least one first tunnel wall which protrudes from an upper
surface of the first conjugate toward a lower side and
concentrates fluid flow for the fluid to be flowed in one
direction.
[0024] The first tunnel wall may be a pair of tunnel walls
each protruding symmetrically on both sides of one end
of the first conjugate portion.
[0025] The first conjugate portion may comprise at
least one second tunnel wall which protrudes from the
upper surface of the first conjugate toward a lower side

and concentrates fluid flow for the fluid to be flowed in
one direction.
[0026] The second tunnel wall may be a pair of tunnel
walls each protruding symmetrically on both sides of the
other end of the first conjugate portion.
[0027] The second buffer portion may comprise a plu-
rality of buffer portion pillars which protrude from the up-
per surface of the second buffer portion toward a lower
side and mixes the fluid with the identification substance.
[0028] The second buffer portion may comprise at least
one second guide which protrudes from the upper sur-
face of the second buffer portion toward a lower side and
concentrates the fluid flow toward the center.
[0029] The second guide may be a pair of guides each
protruding downward at left and right sides of the upper
surface of the second buffer portion.
[0030] A water leak proof hole may be formed through
at an adjacent location to both sides of the second buffer
portion.
[0031] The specimen injection portion may comprise
a plurality of injection portion pillars which protrude from
the upper surface of the specimen injection portion to-
ward a lower side.
[0032] The channel portion may comprise a chamfer-
ing portion at least a part of which is chamfered along a
lower end lengthwise direction of at least one side wall
among the side walls.
[0033] The chamfering portion may be a pair of cham-
fering portions provided continuously along a lengthwise
direction of both side walls of the channel portion.
[0034] A flow velocity delay hole may be formed
through on one end of the channel portion.
[0035] The washing portion may comprise a washing
channel into which the fluid passing through the channel
portion is received and a washing channel introduction
portion connecting the channel portion with the washing
channel.
[0036] The washing channel introduction portion may
be provided having smaller volume than that of the wash-
ing channel.
[0037] The washing channel introduction portion may
be formed with the distance from the lower surface to the
upper surface being increased gradually as the washing
channel introduction portion proceeds to the washing
channel side.
[0038] The washing channel may comprise a washing
volume increasing portion provided on one end of the
washing channel, with a distance from the lower surface
to the upper surface being increased gradually,
[0039] The washing channel may comprise a plurality
of washing pillar portions which protrude from the upper
surface of the washing channel.
[0040] The plural pillar portions may be formed being
gradually denser toward the tip end of the washing chan-
nel.
[0041] At least one washing portion vent hole may be
formed through on one end of the washing channel.
[0042] The washing portion vent hole may be formed
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on the center area in a widthwise direction of the washing
channel.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0043]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a chip for analyzing
fluid according to one embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a lower part of a first
plate provided on the chip for analyzing fluid as
shown in FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is top view of a lower part of a first plate pro-
vided on the chip for analyzing fluid as shown in FIG.
1.
FIG. 4 is an enlarged-view of main parts of a first
plate as shown in FIG. 2.
FIG. 5 is a top view of an upper part of a first plate
provided on the chip for analyzing fluid as shown in
FIG. 1.
FIG. 6 is a sectional view of a channel portion pro-
vided on the chip for analyzing fluid as shown in FIG.
1.
FIG. 7 is an enlarged-view of FIG. 6.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

[0044] The preferred embodiments of a chip for ana-
lyzing fluid according to the present invention will be de-
scribed in detail referring to the accompanied drawings.
[0045] Referring again to accompanied drawings, FIG.
1 is a perspective view of a chip for analyzing fluid ac-
cording to one embodiment of the present invention, FIG.
2 is a perspective view of a lower part of a first plate
provided on the chip for analyzing fluid as shown in FIG.
1, FIG. 3 is top view of a lower part of a first plate provided
on the chip for analyzing fluid as shown in FIG. 1, FIG.
4 is an enlarged-view of main parts of a first plate as
shown in FIG. 2, FIG. 5 is a top view of an upper part of
a first plate provided on the chip for analyzing fluid as
shown in FIG. 1, FIG. 6 is a sectional view of a channel
portion provided on the chip for analyzing fluid as shown
in FIG. 1, and FIG. 7 is an enlarged-view of FIG. 6.
[0046] Hereinafter, though the chip for analyzing fluid
is described in state of a first plate and a second plate
being connected and completed, it is to be understood
that a scope of the present invention is not limited thereto.
[0047] As shown in the accompanied drawings, a chip
for analyzing fluid being moved without an outside power
source 10 (hereinafter, referred to as "a chip for analyzing
fluid 10"), includes a pre-treatment portion 110 in which
a target-being analyzed substance is injected and re-
ceived, a channel portion 120 through which the fluid
received in the pre-treatment portion 110 is moved and
in which a specific reaction such as antigen-antibody re-
action is conducted produced, and a washing portion 130
in which remaining fluid passing through the channel por-

tion 120 is received.
[0048] Meanwhile, the pre-treatment portion 110 is
provided for the fluid injected through a specimen injec-
tion opening 110b to be moved smoothly to the channel
portion 120 wherein the pre-treatment portion 110 in-
cludes a specimen injection portion 110a provided near
the specimen injection opening 110b, a first buffer portion
111 having a step difference with respect to the specimen
injection portion 110a for the fluid being received firstly,
a first conjugate portion 112 through which a target-being
analyzed substance within the fluid moving through the
first buffer portion 111 is reacted with an identification
substance, a first guide 113 provided for preventing the
fluid from being leaked outside when the first plate 100
and a second plate (not shown) are connected, and a
second buffer portion 114 spaced at a predetermined
distance from the first buffer portion 111 and having a
smaller volume than that of the first buffer portion 111.
[0049] Here, the specimen injection portion 110a, the
first buffer portion 111, the first conjugate portion 112 and
the second buffer portion 114 each refer to a chamber
which is to be formed by connection of the first plate 100
and the second plate (not shown), and hereinafter an
upper surface and lower surface each refer to a lower
side surface of the first plate 100 and an upper side sur-
face of the second plate, respectively, defining a space
of the chamber.
[0050] The specimen injection portion 110a is config-
ured such that the fluid injected through the specimen
injection opening 110b is stored temporally and then is
moved toward the first buffer portion 111 wherein the
specimen injection portion includes a plurality of injection
portion pillars 116 formed in a state of protruding down-
ward from the upper surface thereof.
[0051] That is, the plural injection portion pillars 116
are formed at a location near the specimen injection
opening 110b such that they are spaced from each other
at a predetermined distance and protrude from the upper
surface of the specimen injection portion 110a. The in-
jection portion pillars 116 serve to increase a surface
area of the part adjacent to the specimen injection open-
ing 110b side and thus increase a mixing effect of the
fluid injected through the specimen injection opening
110b and a sample buffer applied on a lower side of the
specimen injection opening 110b.
[0052] In addition, the fluid stored temporally in the
specimen injection portion 110a is received firstly into
the first buffer portion 111 and a predetermined amount
of the fluid is stored therein, controlling the volume of
fluid to be inputted into the channel part 120.
[0053] Here, the first buffer portion 111 having a step
difference with respect to the specimen injection portion
110a and further a slanted surface S is provided between
the specimen injection portion 110a and the first buffer
portion 111 to connect therebetween (see FIG. 4).
[0054] Meanwhile, the fluid flow moving from the spec-
imen injection portion 110a toward the first buffer portion
111 may be unstable due to the step difference formed
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between the specimen injection portion 110a and the first
buffer portion 111. That is, the first buffer portion 111 has
a height greater than that of the specimen injection por-
tion 110a, which is connected continuously to the first
buffer portion, and thus it may be difficult for the fluid to
be inputted into the first buffer portion 111 due to the step
difference between the specimen injection portion 110a
and the first buffer portion 111.
[0055] Here, when the fluid inputting into the first buffer
portion 111 is to be interrupted due to the step difference
between the specimen injection portion 110a and the first
buffer portion 111, a part surface of the fluid inputting to
the first buffer portion 111 may be unstable and thus the
fluid may flow partially to one side of the first buffer portion
111 or bubbles may be created. That is, as a surface
velocity of the fluid inputting into the first buffer portion
111 through the specimen injection portion 110a is more
speedy relatively than that of the following fluid lump, the
fluid surface proceeds ahead of the fluid lump and as a
result uneven flow of the fluid with an unstable surface
may be created. Accordingly, overall fluid flow profile may
be unstable and further bubbles may be created.
[0056] In order to solve the aforementioned drawbacks
a specimen leading guide 115 formed in a state of pro-
truding from the slanted surface S is provided between
the specimen injection portion 110a and the first buffer
portion 111. A plurality of specimen leading guides 115
may be formed in a state of protruding from the center
area of the slanted surface S, each guide being spaced
at a predetermined distance, breaking a surface tension
of fluid flow moving from the specimen injection portion
110a to the first buffer portion 111 and serving to stabilize
flow surface of the fluid (see FIG.4).
[0057] Meanwhile, a pair of vent holes 111a may be
formed on the first buffer portion 111, which may delay
flow velocity of the fluid moving along a first guide 113,
which will be described later, and suppress bubbles
which may be created in the fluid. The vent hole 111a
may be formed as a pair, each passing through left-right
sides of the upper surface of the first buffer portion 111,
respectively (see FIG. 4).
[0058] In addition, a profile of the fluid moving from the
specimen injection portion 110a to the first buffer portion
111,with having a front head toward the center area of
the first buffer portion 111, may be preferably inputted
and the specimen leading guide 115 is provided for this
purpose. However, referring to fluid flow through the first
guide 113, both ends of the fluid moving from the spec-
imen injection portion 110a to the first buffer portion 111
are moved along wall faces of the first guide 113 wherein
the flow velocity of both ends of the fluid moving along
wall faces needs to be re-adjusted, that is, delayed for
the fluid flow profile to have a front head toward the center
area of the first buffer portion 111.
[0059] Here, the vent hole 111a serves to delay the
flow velocity of the fluid moving along wall faces of the
first guide 113 through air inputted from outside in order
to achieve the aforementioned purpose.

[0060] Additionally, with respect to the chip for analyz-
ing fluid 10 according to one embodiment of the present
invention, fluid may be moved with structural character-
istics of the chip 10, without an outside power source
wherein when fluid is filled into a predetermined space
without an outside power source, bubbles may be formed
on corners of a closed structure and then the bubbles
may decrease volume for the fluid to be stored and in-
terrupt fluid flow. The vent hole 111a serves to suppress
bubble creation and at the same time destroy the bubbles
using inputted external air even in case of the bubbles
being created. As shown in detail in FIG. 4, the first buffer
portion 111 further includes a plurality of mixing pillars
111b formed in a state of protruding from the upper sur-
face thereof toward a lower side. The respective mixing
pillars 111b may be formed as plural pillars in a state of
protruding from the upper surface of the first buffer portion
111 toward a lower side, each being spaced from each
other at a predetermined distance. The mixing pillars
111b serve to increase mixing effects of the fluid and a
sample buffer, which will be described later, through in-
creasing a surface area of the firs buffer portion 111, and
giving flow direction to the fluid moving from the first buffer
portion 111 toward the first conjugate portion 112 side,
promoting efficient fluid flow.
[0061] The first conjugate portion 112 is provided for
a target-being analyzed substance within the fluid moving
through the first buffer portion 111 to be reacted with an
identification substance. The target-being analyzed sub-
stance within the fluid injected through the specimen in-
jection opening 110b may be reacted firstly with the sam-
ple buffer applied on an upper surface of the second
plate, corresponding to a formation location of the spec-
imen injection opening 110b, for building an environment
beneficial to the reaction, and be stored firstly in the first
buffer portion 111 and then be moved through the first
conjugate portion 112 and be reacted with identification
substance.
[0062] The area of the first plate 100 for defining the
upper surface of the first conjugate portion 112 may be
greater than that of the second plate on which the iden-
tification substance is applied. As a result, the identifica-
tion substance applied on the second plate is to be placed
within the first conjugate portion 112 when the first plate
100 and the second plate are connected, and thus con-
nection allowance is to be minimized and the fluid moving
through the first conjugate portion 112 is moved sur-
rounding the entire first conjugate portion 112.
[0063] Meanwhile, the first conjugate portion 112 may
include a pair of first tunnel walls 112a each protruding
symmetrically from the upper surface of one end and a
pair of second tunnel walls 112b each protruding sym-
metrically from the upper surface of the other end.
[0064] The first tunnel wall 112a and the second tunnel
wall 112b serve to concentrate fluid flow for the fluid to
be flowed in one direction. That is, without the first tunnel
wall 112a and the second tunnel wall 112b the fluid is
moved firstly along corners having relatively greater cap-
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illary force and thus the fluid flow inputting into the chan-
nel portion 120 becomes unstable, making reactivity in
the channel portion 120 unstable. In order to avoid this
problem the first tunnel wall 112a and the second tunnel
wall 112b are provided as a pillar form configuration
which protrude from both ends of the upper surface of
the first conjugate portion 112 toward a lower side there-
of, and as a result when the fluid is inputted to the first
conjugate portion 112, concentration of reaction within
the first conjugate portion 112 between a target-being
analyzed substance and the identification substance is
increased and further flow direction of the fluid discharg-
ing from the first conjugate portion 112 is concentrated
toward the center thereof.
[0065] The first guide 113 is provided for the fluid in-
jected through the specimen injection opening 110b not
to be leaked outside. As shown in FIG. 4, the first guide
113 is provided with protruding downward within a range
of 1-10mm along circumferences of the upper surfaces
of the specimen injection portion 110a and the first buffer
portion 111. As a result, when the first plate 100 and the
second plate are connected, the first guide 113 is met
entirely with the upper surface of the second plate and
closed.
[0066] In addition, one end of the first guide 113 is pro-
vided in a state of rupture as a circle form without an edge
on a side of the first buffer portion 111 and allows for the
fluid inputting to the first conjugate 112 side to be directed
and concentrated toward the center thereof.
[0067] The second buffer portion 114 is connected to
the first conjugate portion 112 and is provided for the fluid
passing through the first conjugate portion 112 to be met
further with the identification substance. That is, the tar-
get-being analyzed substance within the fluid inputted to
the first conjugate portion 112 side is to be reacted firstly
with the identification substance within the first conjugate
portion 112 wherein a part of the target-being analyzed
substance is discharged in a state of not being reacted
with the identification substance from the first conjugate
portion 112. Accordingly, need exists for mixing further
the washed identification substance through fluid move-
ment and the not-reacted fluid with the identification sub-
stance, and the second buffer portion 114 serves as this
function. That is, the second buffer portion 114 is provid-
ed to increase fluid volume to a possible range within
which the identification substance may be reacted, in-
creasing reliability of the chip for analyzing fluid 10.
[0068] Meanwhile, as is clear, referring to FIG. 3, the
second buffer portion 114 is provided having smaller vol-
ume than that of the first buffer portion 111. This config-
uration, that is, volume difference between the first buffer
portion 111 and the second buffer portion 114, intends
to minimize the remaining volume of the fluid received in
the second buffer portion 114 and allow for the fluid not
being reacted with the identification substance to be
moved smoothly to a washing portion 130 side. That is,
since potential energy of the fluid stored in the first buffer
portion 111 is greater than that of the fluid stored in the

second buffer portion 114, the fluid can move smoothly
through the first buffer portion 111, the first conjugate
portion 112 and the second buffer portion 114.
[0069] The second buffer portion 114 includes a plu-
rality of buffer portion pillars 114a protruding from the
upper surface and a pair of second guide 114b.
[0070] The buffer portion pillars 114a are each spaced
at a predetermined distance from each other and pro-
trude from the upper surface of the second buffer portion
114. In case of the buffer portion pillar 114a not being
provided, the fluid inputting from the first conjugate por-
tion 112 to the second buffer portion 114 side takes a
linear laminar flow form, and in this case mixing effect
through the second buffer portion 114 may be decreased.
The buffer portion pillar 114a interrupts this laminar flow
of the fluid and increases surface area of the second
buffer portion 114, and thus gives sufficient time for the
identification substance and the fluid to be reacted in the
second buffer portion 114. The buffer portion pillar 114a
may have a height contacting with or adjacent to the up-
per surface of the second plate when the first plate 100
and the second plate are connected.
[0071] The second guides 114b each protrude sym-
metrically from the center area of the upper surface of
the second buffer portion 114 to a lower side thereof. In
case of the second guide 114b not being provided, the
fluid is flowed toward a direction to arrive firstly at a start-
ing point of the channel portion 120, and when the fluid
flow is not concentrated on the center of the channel por-
tion 120, the fluid may not conduct smoothly a specific
reaction such as antigen-antibody reaction within the
channel portion 120. The second guide 114b adjusts the
fluid flow for a front head of the fluid to arrive firstly at the
center of the channel portion 120 and as a result helps
the fluid to conduct smoothly the specific reaction within
the channel portion 120. The second guide 114, similarly
to the buffer portion pillar 114a, may have a height con-
tacting with or adjacent to the upper surface of the second
plate when the first plate 100 and the second plate are
connected.
[0072] Meanwhile, a pair of water leak proof holes 100a
may be formed through the first plate 100 adjacent to
both sides of the second buffer portion 114. That is, the
water leak proof holes 100a may formed as a pair through
the first plate 100 adjacent location to both sides of the
second buffer portion 114. The channel portion 120 ac-
cording to the present embodiment may be provided in
a wall-free form wherein there may arise a problem in
that the fluid inputting to the channel portion 120 through
the second buffer portion 114 may be leaked outside at
a starting point of this wall-free section of the channel
portion 120. Accordingly, external air is inputted to the
starting point of the wall-free section of the channel por-
tion 120 through the water leak proof holes 100a and the
fluid passing at the starting point of the channel portion
120 undergoes equal air pressure, inducing a stable flow
of the fluid and avoiding fluid leaking outside.
[0073] Additionally, the channel portion 120 is provided
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for the fluid received in the pre-treatment portion 110 to
be moved and to undergo a specific reaction such as
antigen-antibody reaction wherein the channel portion
includes a channel groove 120a formed along a length-
wise direction of the lower surface of the first plate 100,
and a pair of chamfering portions 124,125 provided by
chamfering lower ends along a lengthwise direction of
both side walls 121,122 forming the channel groove
120a.
[0074] The channel groove 120a may be formed along
a lengthwise direction of one side of the first plate 100
and constitutes a closed space within which a channel
C is formed when the first plate 100 and the second plate
are connected. The channel portion 120 according to the
present embodiment may be configured as a wall-free
form and more detailed description of the wall-free typed-
channel portion 120 will be omitted (see the inventions
described in Korean Patent Registration Nos.
10-0905954, 10-0900511, 10-0878229 and USSN
12/667,371, which were filed by the same applicant as
the present invention).
[0075] Meanwhile, the chamfering portions 124,125
are provided by chamfering lower ends along a length-
wise direction of both side walls 121,122 forming the
channel groove 120a. The chamfering portions 124,125
form evenly the surface of the fluid flowing along the
channel portion 120, allowing the fluid to be flowed stably
while keeping an ideal profile form.
[0076] That is, since flow velocity F1 on a location con-
tacting with the chamfering portions 124,125 has smaller
value than flow velocity F2 on a location not contacting
with the chamfering portions 124,125, the front head part
of the fluid takes a protrusion form in comparison to both
ends and as a result the fluid may flow stably along the
channel portion 120. Here, differently from the present
embodiment, the chamfering portions 124,125 may be
provided by chamfering only one side inner wall (124 or
125) of the channel portion 120 along a lengthwise di-
rection of the channel portion 120 and further may be
provided intermittently by chamfering only a part of the
inner walls 124,125 of the channel portion 120 rather
than being provided continuously (not shown). In addi-
tion, the chamfering extent of the chamfering portions
124,125 may be adjusted, if necessary.
[0077] Meanwhile, a flow velocity delay hole 120b is
formed through the first plate 100 on one end of the chan-
nel portion 120 adjacent to a washing portion 130 side.
The flow velocity delay hole 120b delays the flow velocity
of the fluid passing through the channel portion 120 and
further prevents the fluid from being leaked outside the
channel portion 120, promoting stable effect on the fluid
flow.
[0078] The washing portion 130 may be provided on
one end of the chip for analyzing the fluid, adjacent to an
ending point of the channel portion 120, in which the fluid
having passed through the channel portion 120 is re-
ceived. The washing portion 130 may provide a space
for receiving another substance besides the target-being

analyzed substance fixed to the channel portion 120. The
other substance besides the target-being analyzed sub-
stance contained within the fluid flowing along the chan-
nel portion 120 under capillary force serves as a kind of
noise, and the washing portion 130 may provide a space
capable of receiving the noise, increasing analysis reli-
ability of the chip for analyzing fluid. The washing portion
130 may include a washing channel introduction portion
132 provided on one end of the channel portion 120, a
washing channel 131 for receiving the fluid passing
through the channel portion 120, a plurality of washing
portion pillars 133 provided in the washing channel 131,
and a washing portion vent hole 131b formed on the tip
end of the washing channel 131.
[0079] The washing channel introduction portion 132
may connect one end of the channel portion 120 to the
washing channel 131. The washing channel introduction
portion 132, as shown in FIG. 3, is formed having a grad-
ual step difference such that the distance between the
first plate 100 and the second plate increases gradually
as the washing channel introduction portion proceeds
toward the washing channel 131 side. As a result of this
configuration, the flow velocity of the fluid flowing along
the washing channel introduction portion 132 decreases
gradually and thus a sufficient reaction time period for
the target-being analyzed substance within the fluid may
be ensured. Additionally, the fluid may be filled steadily
to the washing channel 131 through the washing channel
introduction portion 132, helping the fluid to be flowed in
a stable form.
[0080] The washing channel 131 may be provided for
receiving noise besides a target-being analyzed sub-
stance flowing along the channel portion 120 and being
reacted. The washing channel 131 may be provided hav-
ing larger volume than that of the washing channel intro-
duction portion 132. Additionally, a washing volume in-
creasing portion 131a may be provided having a gradual
step difference to increase the distance between the first
plate 100 and the second plate, on one end of the washing
channel 131. Here, the reasons for the washing channel
131 having larger volume than that of the washing chan-
nel introduction portion 132 and the washing volume in-
creasing portion 131a being provided, are the same as
the washing channel introduction portion 132 being
formed having a gradual step difference and thus repet-
itive descriptions thereof are omitted.
[0081] The washing volume increasing portion 131a
may receive a greater amount of the fluid and thus help
the fluid containing other substance besides the target-
being analyzed substance to be removed.
[0082] The washing portion pillar 133 may be formed
mostly through the washing channel 131 and provided
as plural pillars protruding from the lower surface of the
first plate 100 toward the lower side. In addition, the wash-
ing portion pillar 133 may be formed to be gradually dens-
er as it proceeds to the tip end of the washing channel
131, it intends to allow the fluid to be sufficiently moved
to the tip end of the washing channel 131 through in-
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creasing capillary force. That is, the fluid according to the
present embodiment may be moved only through capil-
lary force wherein the capillary force is gradually weak-
ened from one end of the chip for analyzing fluid to the
other end thereof and thus the washing portion pillar 133
is provided for compensating this unbalanced capillary
force. The washing portion pillar 133 may increase sur-
face area with which the fluid may contact, enforcing the
weakened capillary force.
[0083] The washing portion vent hole 131b may be
formed through the first plate 100 on one end of the wash-
ing channel 131 at a centre area of a widthwise direction
of the first plate 100. The washing portion vent hole 131b
may create pressure and air flow within the washing
channel 131 for the fluid to proceed to the washing portion
130. Alternatively, the washing portion vent hole 131b
may be formed at a sufficiently large size so as not to be
blocked when the first plate 100 and the second plate
are bonded.
[0084] Meanwhile, the second plate (not shown) may
be connected to the first plate 100 to form the channel
portion 120. The second plate may be connected to a
lower side of the predetermined area (S, see FIG.1) of
the first plate 100 and further may be made of general
slide glass, and thus detailed description thereof is omit-
ted.
[0085] Hereinafter, the employing principle of the chip
for analyzing the fluid 10 according to the present em-
bodiment will be described briefly.
[0086] First, a target-being analyzed fluid is injected
through the specimen injection opening 110b and the
target-being analyzed substance is reacted first with a
sample buffer applied at a point of the upper surface of
the second plate, corresponding to the specimen injec-
tion opening 110b. The sample buffer serves to help the
target-being analyzed substance contained within the flu-
id to be reacted smoothly with an identification substance
applied at a point of the upper surface of the second plate,
corresponding to an area where the first conjugate por-
tion 112 is formed, and the reaction substance applied
on the channel portion 120.
[0087] The fluid reacted with the sample buffer is re-
ceived firstly into the first buffer portion 111 and is reacted
with the identification substance applied on the conjugate
portion 112 and then received secondly into the second
buffer portion 114. At this time, the vent hole 111a formed
on the first buffer portion 111 suppresses bubble creation
within the first buffer portion 111 and remaining volume
of the fluid received in the second buffer portion 114 is
minimized through a property of the second buffer portion
114 that has a smaller volume than that of the first buffer
portion 111, and the fluid not being reacted with the iden-
tification substance is moved smoothly to the washing
portion 130 side.
[0088] The fluid stored in the second buffer portion 114
is inputted to the channel portion 120 through capillary
force and the fluid flows stably keeping an ideal profile
through the pair of chamfering portions 124,125 provided

on the channel portion 120. The fluid moving along the
channel portion 120 undergoes a specific reaction such
as an antigen-antibody reaction with a reaction sub-
stance applied on a predetermined area of the channel
portion 120, and as a result the fluid can be analyzed and
shown outside. Finally, remaining fluid not being reacted
in the channel portion 120 is received through the wash-
ing portion 130.
[0089] According to a chip for analyzing fluids 10, a
moving pattern of the fluid passing through the channel
portion 120 is formed evenly and thus bubble creation is
decreased and reproducibility thereof is ensured and fur-
ther a signal detection from a target-being analyzed sub-
stance is performed easily.

Claims

1. A chip for analyzing fluid being moved without an
outside power source comprising:

- a pre-treatment portion (110) into which a tar-
get-being analyzed substance is injected and re-
ceived;
- a channel portion (120) through which the fluid
received in the pre-treatment portion (110) is
moved and in which a specific reaction of the
fluid such as an antigen-antibody reaction is
conducted; and
- a washing portion (130) into which the fluid
passing through the channel portion (120) is re-
ceived,

wherein the pre-treatment portion (110) includes:

- a specimen injection portion (110a) into which
the fluid is injected;
- a first buffer portion (111) having a step differ-
ence with respect to the specimen injection por-
tion (110a) for the fluid to be firstly received such
that the first buffer portion (111) has a height
greater than that of the specimen injection por-
tion (110a); and

plural specimen leading guides (115) provided be-
tween the specimen injection portion (110a) and the
first buffer portion (111) and suitable for destroying
surface tension of the fluid flow moving from the
specimen injection portion (110a) to the first buffer
portion (111) side and thus stabilizes flow surface of
the fluid,
wherein said plural specimen leading guides (115)
protrude from the center area of a slanted surface
(S) connecting the upper surface of the specimen
injection portion (110a) and the upper surface of the
first buffer portion (111), to be spaced from each oth-
er at a predetermined space.
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2. A chip for analyzing fluid being moved without out-
side power source according to claim 1, wherein the
pre-treatment portion (110) further comprises a first
guide provided along upper surface circumferences
of the specimen injection portion (110a) and the first
buffer portion (111).

3. A chip for analyzing fluid being moved without an
outside power source according to claim 2, wherein
at least one vent hole is formed through the first buff-
er portion (111), which delays flow velocity of both
ends of the fluid moving along the first guide and
suppresses bubbles to be created in the fluid.

4. A chip for analyzing fluid being moved without an
outside power source according to claim 1, wherein
the first buffer portion (111) comprises a plurality of
mixing pillars which protrude from the upper surface
of the first upper surface toward a lower side thereof
to increase a surface area with which the fluid con-
tacts.

5. A chip for analyzing fluid being moved without an
outside power source according to claim 1, wherein
the pre-treatment portion (110) further comprises:

a second buffer portion into which the fluid is
received secondly and is spaced at a predeter-
mined distance from the first buffer portion (111)
and has smaller volume than that of the first buff-
er portion (111); and
a first conjugate portion which is provided be-
tween the first buffer portion (111) and the sec-
ond buffer portion for the target-being analyzed
substance within the fluid to be reacted with an
identification substance.

6. A chip for analyzing fluid being moved without an
outside power source according to claim 2, wherein
the first guide protrudes toward a lower side along
circumferences of the specimen injection portion
(110a) and the first buffer portion (111) and is closed
at the lower surfaces of the specimen injection por-
tion (110a) and the first buffer portion (111).

7. A chip for analyzing fluid being moved without an
outside power source according to claim 5, wherein
the second buffer portion (114) comprises at least
one second guide (114b) which protrudes from the
upper surface of the second buffer portion (114) to-
ward a lower side and concentrates the fluid flow
toward the center.

8. A chip for analyzing fluid being moved without an
outside power source according to claim 7, wherein
the second guide (114b) is a pair of guides each
protruding downward at left and right sides of the
upper surface of the second buffer portion (114).

9. A chip for analyzing fluid being moved without an
outside power source according to claim 5, wherein
a water leak proof hole (100a) is formed through at
an adjacent location to both sides of the second buff-
er portion (114).

10. A chip for analyzing fluid being moved without an
outside power source according to claim 1, wherein
the specimen injection portion (110a) comprises a
plurality of injection portion pillars (116) which pro-
trude from the upper surface of the specimen injec-
tion portion (110a) toward a lower side.

11. A chip for analyzing fluid being moved without an
outside power source according to claim 1, wherein
the channel portion (120) comprises a chamfering
portion (124, 125) at least a part of which is cham-
fered along a lower end lengthwise direction of at
least one side wall among the side walls.

12. A chip for analyzing fluid being moved without an
outside power source according to claim 11, wherein
the chamfering portion is a pair of chamfering por-
tions (124, 125) provided continuously along a
lengthwise direction of both side walls (121, 122) of
the channel portion (120).

13. A chip for analyzing fluid being moved without an
outside power source according to claim 1, wherein
the washing portion (130) comprises a washing
channel (131) into which the fluid passing through
the channel portion (120) is received and a washing
channel introduction portion (132) connects the
channel portion (120) with the washing channel
(131).

14. A chip for analyzing fluid being moved without an
outside power source according to claim 13, wherein
the washing channel introduction portion (132) is
formed with the distance from the lower surface to
the upper surface being increased gradually as the
washing channel introduction portion (132) proceeds
to the washing channel side.

15. A chip for analyzing fluid being moved without an
outside power source according to claim 13, wherein
at least one washing portion (130) vent hole (111a)
is formed through on one end of the washing chan-
nel.

Patentansprüche

1. Chip zur Analyse von Flüssigkeiten, die ohne äußere
Leistungsquellen bewegt werden, umfassend:

- einen Vorbehandlungsbereich (110), in den die
zu analysierende Zielsubstanz injiziert und dort
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aufgenommen wird;
- einen Kanalbereich (120), durch den die im
Vorbehandlungsbereich (110) aufgenommene
Flüssigkeit bewegt wird und in dem eine spezi-
fische Reaktion der Flüssigkeit, z.B. eine Anti-
gen-Antikörper-Reaktion, durchgeführt wird;
und
- einen Waschbereich (130), in dem die durch
den Kanalbereich (120) tretende Flüssigkeit auf-
genommen wird;

wobei der Vorbehandlungsbereich (110) Folgendes
umfasst:

- einen Probeninjektionsbereich (110a), in den
die Flüssigkeit injiziert wird;
- einen ersten Pufferbereich (111), der eine sol-
che Stufendifferenz in Bezug zum Probeninjek-
tionsbereich (110a) für die zunächst aufzuneh-
mende Flüssigkeit besitzt, dass der erste Puf-
ferbereich (111) eine größere Höhe als der Pro-
beninjektionsbereich (110a) aufweist; und

mehrere Probenführungselemente (115), die zwi-
schen dem Probeninjektionsbereich (110a) und dem
ersten Pufferbereich (111) vorgesehen sind und ge-
eignet sind, die Oberflächenspannung des Flüssig-
keitsstroms, der sich vom Probeninjektionsbereich
(110a) zum ersten Pufferbereich (111) bewegt, zu
beseitigen, und somit die Strömungsoberfläche der
Flüssigkeit zu stabilisieren,
wobei die mehreren Probenführungselemente (115)
aus dem Mittelbereich einer geneigten Oberfläche
(S), die die obere Oberfläche des Probeninjektions-
bereichs (110a) und die obere Oberfläche des ersten
Pufferbereichs (111) verbindet, vorstehen, wobei die
Führungen in einem vorgegebenen Abstand vonein-
ander angeordnet sind.

2. Chip zur Analyse von Flüssigkeiten, die ohne äußere
Leistungsquellen bewegt werden, nach Anspruch 1,
wobei der Vorbehandlungsbereich (110) ferner ein
erstes Führungselement umfasst, das entlang des
oberen Oberflächenumfangs des Probeninjektions-
bereichs (110a) und des ersten Pufferbereichs (111)
vorgesehen ist.

3. Chip zur Analyse von Flüssigkeiten, die ohne äußere
Leistungsquellen bewegt werden, nach Anspruch 2,
wobei mindestens eine Lüftungsöffnung durch den
ersten Pufferbereich (111) hindurch ausgebildet ist,
die die Strömungsgeschwindigkeit beider Enden der
sich entlang des ersten Führungselements bewe-
genden Flüssigkeit verzögert und die Bildung von
Bläschen in der Flüssigkeit unterdrückt.

4. Chip zur Analyse von Flüssigkeiten, die ohne äußere
Leistungsquellen bewegt werden, nach Anspruch 1,

wobei der erste Pufferbereich (111) eine Mehrzahl
von Mischsäulen umfasst, die aus der oberen Ober-
fläche der ersten oberen Oberfläche in Richtung zu
einer unteren Seite davon vorstehen, um die Ober-
fläche, mit der die Flüssigkeit in Kontakt kommt, zu
vergrößern.

5. Chip zur Analyse von Flüssigkeiten, die ohne äußere
Leistungsquellen bewegt werden, nach Anspruch 1,
wobei der Vorbehandlungsbereich (110) ferner Fol-
gendes umfasst:

einen zweiten Pufferbereich, in dem die Flüssig-
keit anschließend aufgenommen wird und der
sich im Abstand vom ersten Pufferbereich (111)
befindet und der ein geringeres Volumen als der
erste Pufferbereich aufweist; und
einen ersten Konjugatbereich, der sich zwi-
schen dem ersten Pufferbereich (111) und dem
zweiten Pufferbereich befindet, um die zu ana-
lysierende Zielsubstanz innerhalb der Flüssig-
keit mit einer Identifizierungssubstanz umzuset-
zen.

6. Chip zur Analyse von Flüssigkeiten, die ohne äußere
Leistungsquellen bewegt werden, nach Anspruch 2,
wobei das erste Führungselement in Richtung zu ei-
ner unteren Seite entlang des Umfangs des Pro-
beninjektionsbereichs (110a) und des ersten Puffer-
bereichs (111) vorsteht und an den unteren Oberflä-
chen des Probeninjektionsbereichs (110a) und des
ersten Pufferbereichs (111) verschlossen ist.

7. Chip zur Analyse von Flüssigkeiten, die ohne äußere
Leistungsquellen bewegt werden, nach Anspruch 5,
wobei der zweite Pufferbereich (114) mindestens ein
zweites Führungselement (114b) umfasst, das aus
der oberen Oberfläche des zweiten Pufferbereichs
(114) in Richtung zu einer unteren Seite vorsteht und
den Flüssigkeitsstrom in Richtung zur Mitte konzen-
triert.

8. Chip zur Analyse von Flüssigkeiten, die ohne äußere
Leistungsquellen bewegt werden, nach Anspruch 7,
wobei das zweite Führungselement (114b) ein Paar
von Führungselementen umfasst, die jeweils nach
unten auf der linken und rechten Seite der oberen
Oberfläche des zweiten Pufferbereichs (114) vorste-
hen.

9. Chip zur Analyse von Flüssigkeiten, die ohne äußere
Leistungsquellen bewegt werden, nach Anspruch 5,
wobei eine wasserdichte Nachweisöffnung (100a)
an einer zu beiden Seiten des zweiten Pufferbe-
reichs (114) benachbarten Stelle ausgebildet ist.

10. Chip zur Analyse von Flüssigkeiten, die ohne äußere
Leistungsquellen bewegt werden, nach Anspruch 1,
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wobei der Probeninjektionsbereich (110a) eine
Mehrzahl von Injektionsbereichssäulen (116) um-
fasst, die aus der oberen Oberfläche des Probenin-
jektionsbereichs (110a) in Richtung zu einer unteren
Seite vorstehen.

11. Chip zur Analyse von Flüssigkeiten, die ohne äußere
Leistungsquellen bewegt werden, nach Anspruch 1,
wobei der Kanalbereich (120) einen Abschrägungs-
bereich (124, 125) umfasst, wobei mindestens ein
Teil davon entlang eines unteren Endes in Längs-
richtung mindestens einer der Seitenwände abge-
schrägt ist.

12. Chip zur Analyse von Flüssigkeiten, die ohne äußere
Leistungsquellen bewegt werden, nach Anspruch
11, wobei es sich beim Abschrägungsbereich um ein
Paar von Abschrägungsbereichen (124, 125) han-
delt, die kontinuierlich entlang einer Längsrichtung
beider Seitenwände (121, 122) des Kanalbereichs
(120) vorgesehen sind.

13. Chip zur Analyse von Flüssigkeiten, die ohne äußere
Leistungsquellen bewegt werden, nach Anspruch 1,
wobei der Waschbereich (130) einen Waschkanal
(131) umfasst, in dem die durch den Kanalbereich
(120) strömende Flüssigkeit aufgenommen wird,
und wobei ein Waschkanaleinlassbereich (132) den
Kanalbereich (120) mit dem Waschkanal (131) ver-
bindet.

14. Chip zur Analyse von Flüssigkeiten, die ohne äußere
Leistungsquellen bewegt werden, nach Anspruch
13, wobei der Waschkanaleinlassbereich (132) so
ausgebildet ist, dass der Abstand der unteren Ober-
fläche zur oberen Oberfläche allmählich mit dem
Verlauf des Waschkanaleinlassbereichs (132) zur
Waschkanalseite zunimmt.

15. Chip zur Analyse von Flüssigkeiten, die ohne äußere
Leistungsquellen bewegt werden, nach Anspruch
13, wobei mindestens ein Entlüftungsloch (111a)
des Waschbereichs (130) an einem Ende des
Waschkanals ausgebildet ist.

Revendications

1. Puce électronique destinée à analyser un fluide qui
se déplace sans source d’énergie extérieure
comprenant :

- une partie de prétraitement (110) dans laquelle
une substance cible analysée est injectée et
reçue ;
- une partie de canal (120) à travers laquelle le
fluide reçu dans la partie de prétraitement (110)
se déplace et dans laquelle une réaction spéci-

fique du fluide, comme une réaction antigène-
anticorps, est réalisée ; et
- une partie de lavage (130) dans laquelle le flui-
de qui traverse la partie de canal (120) est reçu,

dans laquelle la partie de prétraitement (110)
comprend :

- une partie d’injection de spécimen (110a) dans
laquelle le fluide est injecté ;
- une première partie tampon (111) ayant une
différence de niveau par rapport à la partie d’in-
jection de spécimen (110a) afin que le fluide soit
tout d’abord reçu de sorte que la première partie
tampon (111) présente une hauteur supérieure
à celle de la partie d’injection de spécimen
(110a) ; et

plusieurs guides de spécimens (115) prévus entre
la partie d’injection de spécimen (110a) et la premiè-
re partie tampon (111) et adaptés pour détruire la
tension superficielle de l’écoulement du fluide qui se
déplace entre la partie d’injection de spécimen
(110a) et la première partie tampon (111) et stabilise
ainsi la surface d’écoulement du fluide,
dans laquelle lesdits guides de spécimens (115) dé-
passent de la zone centrale d’une surface inclinée
(S) qui relie la surface supérieure de la partie d’in-
jection de spécimen (110a) à la surface supérieure
de la première partie tampon (111), afin d’être es-
pacés les uns des autres selon un espace prédéter-
miné.

2. Puce électronique destinée à analyser un fluide qui
se déplace sans source d’énergie extérieure selon
la revendication 1, dans laquelle la partie de prétrai-
tement (110) comprend en outre un premier guide
prévu le long des circonférences de surface supé-
rieure de la partie d’injection de spécimen (110a) et
de la première partie tampon (111).

3. Puce électronique destinée à analyser un fluide qui
se déplace sans source d’énergie extérieure selon
la revendication 2, dans laquelle au moins un orifice
d’évacuation est formé dans la première partie tam-
pon (111), et retarde la vitesse d’écoulement des
deux extrémités du fluide qui se déplace le long du
premier guide et élimine les bulles qui se forment
dans le fluide.

4. Puce électronique destinée à analyser un fluide qui
se déplace sans source d’énergie extérieure selon
la revendication 1, dans laquelle la première partie
tampon (111) comprend une pluralité de piliers de
mélange qui dépassent de la surface supérieure de
la première surface supérieure vers un côté inférieur
de celle-ci afin d’accroître une superficie de contact
avec le fluide.
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5. Puce électronique destinée à analyser un fluide qui
se déplace sans source d’énergie extérieure selon
la revendication 1, dans laquelle la partie de prétrai-
tement (110) comprend en outre : une seconde par-
tie tampon dans laquelle le fluide est reçu en second
lieu et qui est espacée selon une distance prédéter-
minée de la première partie tampon (111) et présen-
te un volume inférieur à celui de la première partie
tampon (111) ; et
une première partie conjuguée qui est prévue entre
la première partie tampon (111) et la seconde partie
tampon pour la substance cible analysée à l’intérieur
du fluide qui doit subir une réaction avec une subs-
tance d’identification.

6. Puce électronique destinée à analyser un fluide qui
se déplace sans source d’énergie extérieure selon
la revendication 2, dans laquelle le premier guide
sort vers un côté inférieur le long des circonférences
de la partie d’injection de spécimen (110a) et de la
première partie tampon (111) et est fermé au niveau
des surfaces inférieures de la partie d’injection de
spécimen (110a) et de la première partie tampon
(111).

7. Puce électronique destinée à analyser un fluide qui
se déplace sans source d’énergie extérieure selon
la revendication 5, dans laquelle la seconde partie
tampon (114) comprend au moins un second guide
(114b) qui dépasse de la surface supérieure de la
seconde partie tampon (114) vers un côté inférieur,
et qui concentre l’écoulement du fluide vers le centre.

8. Puce électronique destinée à analyser un fluide qui
se déplace sans source d’énergie extérieure selon
la revendication 7, dans laquelle le second guide
(114b) est une paire de guides dépassant chacun
vers le bas au niveau des côtés gauches et droits
de la surface supérieure de la seconde partie tampon
(114).

9. Puce électronique destinée à analyser un fluide qui
se déplace sans source d’énergie extérieure selon
la revendication 5, dans laquelle un orifice résistant
aux fuites d’eau (100a) est formé à travers un em-
placement adjacent aux deux côtés de la seconde
partie tampon (114).

10. Puce électronique destinée à analyser un fluide qui
se déplace sans source d’énergie extérieure selon
la revendication 1, dans laquelle la partie d’injection
de spécimen (110a) comprend une pluralité de pi-
liers de partie d’injection (116) qui dépassent de la
surface supérieure de la partie d’injection de spéci-
men (110a) vers un côté inférieur.

11. Puce électronique destinée à analyser un fluide qui
se déplace sans source d’énergie extérieure selon

la revendication 1, dans laquelle la partie de canal
(120) comprend une partie de chanfreinage (124,
125) dont au moins une partie est chanfreinée le long
d’une direction longitudinale d’extrémité inférieure
d’au moins une paroi latérale parmi les parois laté-
rales.

12. Puce électronique destinée à analyser un fluide qui
se déplace sans source d’énergie extérieure selon
la revendication 11, dans laquelle la partie de chan-
freinage est une paire de parties de chanfreinage
(124, 125) prévues en continu le long d’une direction
longitudinale des deux parois latérales (121, 122) de
la partie de canal (120).

13. Puce électronique destinée à analyser un fluide qui
se déplace sans source d’énergie extérieure selon
la revendication 1, dans laquelle la partie de lavage
(130) comprend un canal de lavage (131) dans le-
quel le fluide qui traverse la partie de canal (120) est
reçu et une partie d’introduction de canal de lavage
(132) qui relie la partie de canal (120) au canal de
lavage (131).

14. Puce électronique destinée à analyser un fluide qui
se déplace sans source d’énergie extérieure selon
la revendication 13, dans laquelle la partie d’intro-
duction de canal de lavage (132) est formée avec la
distance entre la surface inférieure et la surface su-
périeure qui augmente progressivement au fur et à
mesure que la partie d’introduction de canal de la-
vage (132) avance vers le canal de lavage.

15. Puce électronique destinée à analyser un fluide qui
se déplace sans source d’énergie extérieure selon
la revendication 13, dans laquelle au moins un orifice
d’évacuation (111a) de partie de lavage (130) est
formé sur une extrémité du canal de lavage.
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